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104 New Kings Road,
London, SW6 4LY
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to publication. No late entries can be
accepted. Please send County News
submissions to
cfwi.publications@gmail.com.

I

t seems an age since I last
wrote this column. In many
ways it is; we are now in
the Coronavirus Age, where our
horizons have changed and our
thinking has to be much more
concerned for the health and
safety of our whole community.
At the start of lockdown, I decided
to note weekly the changes of a large
solitary oak tree a few dozen yards
from my windows. It began with
bare branches, quickly changing
to that beautiful yellowy green of
young leaves. Gradually, the green
has subtly altered, until at the end of
August a slight bronzing indicated
autumn was approaching. The
colour faded and the foliage became
wrinkled and started to drop. Before
long it will be back to the same
bare branches that I studied on 23
March. So much has happened since
then but, in another sense, so little
of what we expected has happened.
Isn’t it amazing how quickly
we adapt to new rules and
regulations? Reading books and
seeing footage from pre-Covid
days suddenly brings you up short.
“They should not be doing that”,
you think, and then realise we
have become a slightly different
version of ourselves, in a new world
where washing hands and social
distancing loom large.

The Trustees met at Chy Noweth in
September, the first proper Board
Meeting since March. How lovely
to see familiar faces close(ish) in
the flesh. Of course there were
drawbacks - we all had to wear
something half-decent for a start!
We have started to plan for next year,
hoping that conditions will allow
for some longed for events to take
place. It is essential for us to retain
our optimism and support all our
members. We are full of admiration
for all those WIs who have continued
to provide newsletters, information,
quizzes and many other ways to keep
in touch with and entertain their
members for most of this year.
Our more restricted lives have thrown
up some interesting fringe benefits. A
society I belong to, based in Kent, held
its AGM by Zoom, meaning that for
the first time members could attend,
regardless of where they live.
Like many of you, I lament the
closing of Denman, a wonderful
facility where I was fortunate to be in
late February. However, the Denman
At Home talks, demonstrations and
lectures are excellent. Several of the
long standing tutors make regular
appearances in roughly hour-long
Zoom sessions, which are open to
all members (and non-members) at
the affordable cost of £5. Just look at
the Denman website to see what is
on offer and follow the links to sign
up and choose your topic. It is very
simple to book. For whatever reason,
there are many who never managed
to experience a course at Denman.
Now, albeit differently, it can come to
you in the comfort of your own home
but sadly without the excellent food
that was always on offer. I believe it
is the intention to continue this idea
through the next few months at least.
Please do give it a try.
- Jane Dover
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As we have already received queries
from several WIs and individual
members, we would just like to remind
you of a few changes to our procedures
for the coming year and for the future.
NFWI has extended the 2020 WI
membership for three extra months
until 31 March 2021, which means
that your subscription for 2021 will
be due on 1 April 2021. This will be
a permanent change going forward.
The subscription for 2021 is £44,
and will run until 31 March 2022.
Your Treasurer has full details of this,
having received notification from
the NFWI Treasurer in August.
However, this does not mean we have
to change anything else. Our Annual
Meetings will remain as February or
March and each WI’s accounts will
have to be examined as they have
always been, in time for presentation to
your members at your Annual Meeting.
If you have any further queries
on this particular matter or any
other concerns please contact your
dedicated WI Adviser. Her full
contact details, both telephone and
email, are in the Year Book or can
be obtained from the office staff.
- The Membership Support Team
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MEMBERSHIP
MATTERS TO ALL

The CFWI Board of Trustees was able
to get one socially-distanced meeting in
at Chy Noweth in September before new
government rules made gatherings of more
than six people a no-no. We hope it won’t be
long until we’re all back together again!

We aim to fill our clients with confidence
in the knowledge that any work
under taken by us, will be completed
to the highest possible standard.

Call Today:

(01733) 390564
www.lanceprint.co.uk
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NOTES FROM
THE OFFICE

DENMAN

200+ CLUB
September winner of £52 –
Margaret Ward of St Neot WI.

Diary Updates
NOVEMBER 2020
DIARY DATES
24 November – Tunis
Cake Workshop
NOVEMBER 2020
CLOSING DATES
22 November – Christmas
Wreath Workshop

Wednesday 20 January 2021 – 		
MILLENNIUM HOUSE, PENSILVA
Friday 22 January 2021 – CHY NOWETH AN CONTETH
Monday 25 January 2021 – CONNOR DOWNS WI HALL
10:30am-12:30pm
By now you will all be aware that
Denman has sadly closed. In
September, all members were given the
opportunity to take part in an informal
Zoom session to directly ask questions
themselves. I hope that some of you
may have taken this chance.
Frequent updates will be given by the
Denman Committee and NFWI in the
coming weeks.
- Kathy Reed, Denman Ambassador

FEDERATION MATTERS
This will be a similar event to
the one held earlier this year
which we were fortunate to
complete just before lockdown.
Although meant for beginners,
it will also be suitable for
members who have done a
little research and are not sure
how to enlarge on what has
already been discovered.

FAMILY HISTORY STUDY DAYS
Here are two dates for your 2021
diaries. On 26 February and
26 March, we will be running
a two-day course on how to
research your family tree.

The closing date for applications
is 17 January 2021, and more
information will be in the
next issue of County News.
Further Information:
Jane Dover

HOME ECONOMICS & CRAFT
ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN COOKERY? OR
CRAFT? OR BOTH?
The Home Economics and
Craft sub-committee needs
new members! Can you help?
We meet as a group four times
a year to plan craft and cookery
events for members across
Cornwall. You don’t need to
have qualifications in these
areas, just to be enthusiastic
and interested in craft,
cookery or both, If you would
like to know more, please
contact Pat Mallett for a
chat, with no obligation,

ANNUAL MEETINGS
MADE EASY

If you are
interested, you could attend
a sub-committee meeting to
meet current members and see
what we do, before making a
commitment to join us. Our next
Committee meeting will be on
4 November at Chy Noweth.
It would be lovely to hear
from you!

How do you feel about your
Annual Meeting, whether
you are an officer or not?
Even if you have a WI Adviser
attending your Annual Meeting,
there is still a lot to do to make
sure everything – including
your election - runs smoothly.
These workshops will give
you the opportunity to iron
out any queries you may have
and to gain new ideas. We will
also be discussing ways to
proceed in the event that your
WI is unable to meet in person
for your Annual Meeting.
Unfortunately, we will be
unable to provide refreshments
unless Covid-19 guidelines
change, so please bring your
own thermos of tea or coffee.

Cost: £8.50 per WI (which
can be paid from WI funds)
Closing Date: Monday
14 December 2020
Further Information: Kathy
Reed

MEET AN ADVISOR: KATHY REED
Hello Everyone. I am Kathy
Reed. I live with my husband
John near Bude in the
village of Marhamchurch. I
joined Marhamchurch WI
in September 2005, just a
week after moving into the
village. Definitely the quickest
way to make friends in the
community! That’s also how
I originally joined the WI in
1977, when the President of the
local WI knocked on my door
within a week of my moving
in, to invite me along to their
meeting. I went to my very first
WI meeting and the rest, as
they say, is history. That WI’s
mantra was “When a removal
van leaves the village, watch
out for the one moving in”!
Someone certainly had their
eyes peeled.
I have thoroughly enjoyed
my WI membership and
the many opportunities,
friendships and fun that it has
given me, especially when in
2003 I was invited to join the
Organisation Sub-Committee
in Northamptonshire and
eventually train as a WI Adviser.
When I moved to Cornwall,
I continued my role as a WI
Adviser and it has been a
privilege to work with a team
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of like-minded women, all with
different ideas to bring to the
table. We have all been trained
by NFWI over a considerable
number of years and have all
adapted to change - not least
over the past few months. It’s
great working along with the
members in the Federation
visiting WIs. Forming new
WIs is a great satisfaction
especially with women
making their first ever visit
to a WI, just like I did more
than 40 years ago, and never
dreaming that I would one day
be a Federation Chairman.
Goodness me!
We are always on the lookout for
new WI Advisers or Helpers, so
why not have a chat with your
own WI Adviser or with me and
come along to our meeting and
find out all about us. You will be
sure of a warm welcome.
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ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
BAKER CUP
COMPETITION
2021
The Baker Cup is a biennial competition
open to all WIs in Cornwall. It provides
a great opportunity for a group of at
least four members of your WI to enjoy
work together, exploring and preparing
a report on the chosen subject. The
report should contain between 4,000
and 6,000 words, along with any maps,
illustrations, etc. appropriate to the topic.

We invite you to create an exhibit
that showcases some of the
opportunities we have, after an
extraordinary and challenging
year, to help build back our lovely
county even better. Our focus
for the competition is on the
environment – and there is plenty
of scope to use your imagination!

One of the components of the
competition is to write a short piece
about where you think we should
Experience of life since March 2020
concentrate our efforts and what
has made many of us much more aware
we should be doing – as individuals
of our local environments and to value
or as a community – to help
being outdoors more. Don your boots and create a more sustainable future.
thinking caps. The subject for 2021 is The The results will be interesting
Way Forward – Rediscovering Footpaths. to see, and we hope that those
ideas can be taken forward.
Full guidelines for the competition
are available on the CFWI website
The closing date for entries is 31
(www.cornwallwi.org.uk) by clicking
March 2021. But don’t be too laid
the ‘Competitions’ link on the right
back about that as there is lots to do!
side; or by contacting one of the
The entries are judged at the Royal
competition organisers (see below)
Cornwall Show on the day before
the Show opens (on Wednesday 9
June 2021). The entries will all be on
The winner will be announced at the
display in the brilliant WI marquee
2021 Annual Council Meeting.
throughout the Show. Thousands
of people will come and see them.
Cost: £8 per WI
The winning WI is presented
Closing Date for Applications:
with the RCS Cup at the Show.
Thursday 25 February 2021
Closing Date for Entries
Get your thinking caps on, and
to be Submitted:
make this an RCS Cup competition
Thursday 27 May 2021
to remember, whether you are firstFurther Information:
timers or experienced exhibitors! It
Anne Fenwick
only costs £6 for your WI to enter.
or Jude Wood
For information, see your WI
Secretary who has now received
the detailed schedule for the

ON WITH THE SHOW!
Yes it’s “Show time” again! As winter
gets underway, let’s cast off the blues
and think about county shows and
competitions for next summer. It is the
turn of the Environment and Public
Affairs sub-committee to organise
the RCS Cup Competition 2021.
The competition starts right now – with
the schedules which are sent out to all WI
Secretaries with this issue of County News.
The title of the competition is “Renewing
Enchanted Cornwall”. We chose this
as it is a play on the title of Daphne du
Maurier’s beguiling memoir, Enchanted
Cornwall. We thought this was a great
introduction to a competition that gives
you and your WI a chance to really get
together and show your brilliant cookery,
craft, writing, floral art and design talents.
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competition. Judging is in
accordance with On with the
Show (2015 edition), which may
be downloaded free of charge
from MyWI. If you have any
further questions, please contact
Jude Wood

PLANTING TREES BY
THE HUNDRED
Last year we thought it would be
a splendid idea to plant 100 trees
all together to commemorate our
centenary. Finding the right site
took ages and was easier said than
done, but now we have great news.
The Environment and Public Affairs
team are planting not 100 but 400
trees from the Woodland Trust in
Falmouth. We take delivery of the
whips this November. Falmouth
WI and Gylly Girls are involved and
we will have a celebration when the
planting takes place. We will keep
you in the picture on Facebook and
the CFWI website as it happens.
Planting trees is such a lovely
thing to do on so many levels.
This Falmouth planting will help
improve the environment for local
residents, as well as serving an
educational aid and an introduction
to the natural environment for the
local schoolchildren. It will provide
a source of oxygen, a habitat,
an extension of the green
corridor and a thing of
beauty (after a bit). It will
be nice to have something
to celebrate for a change!

The Woodland Trust has a
fabulous scheme through which
they are giving away hundreds
and thousands of trees to schools
and community groups. Just
check out their website and apply
at www.woodlandtrust.org.uk.
There are two delivery periods:
November and March. The land
you earmark for planting must
be open to public access, and
the delivery address must have
someone there to receive the
trees during normal office hours.
Before you start you’ll need to:
• Find the grid reference for the
land you wish to plant (that’s easy
using the grid reference finder)
• Have permission from
the legal landowner
• Read through the short list of
FAQs. They are packed full of
important and useful information
which will help your application.
It’s also a good idea to contact
your Council’s tree enquiries
team before you apply, as they
may have important guidance
for planting in your area.
We are no experts, but do contact
us on the sub-committee if you
would like more information
about this project, or if you have
an idea for another planting
we could undertake.
Contact Julia Havard

FLORAL ART AND GARDENING
HEAVENLY GREENERY
Wednesday 24
February 2021
FALMOUTH METHODIST
CHURCH
10am-3:30pm
We are all keeping our fingers
crossed that by February of
next year we will be able to
host this postponed planned
event in Falmouth.
Elizabeth Doidge is looking
forward to meeting everyone in
Falmouth Methodist Church for a
further instalment of our Heavenly
Greenery series, using simple
garden flowers and lots of foliage,

intended to assist those involved
in the flower rota of their own
churches. An expert tutor, Elizabeth
can offer lots of valuable guidance
to all those interested in Floral Art
– at whatever level of expertise. We
will hope to see lots of you there.

would also appreciate and enjoy
any which you care to leave there.

Numbers will be a bit
reduced because of the need
for social distancing.
Please bring a packed lunch and
your own equipment (secateurs,
gloves, containers, etc.), and,
of course, materials – mainly
greenery, but flowers if you wish.
You are welcome to take home your
own masterpieces, but the chapel
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Cost: £16
Closing Date: Wednesday
13 January 2021
Further Information:
Abigail Kirby-Harris

GREEN CORNER
GARDENERS AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE
Our gardens are hugely
important in the fight against
climate change. The nation’s
gardens cover an area bigger
than all the UK’s nature
reserves put together *. As
WI members, we know how
important it is to encourage
pollinators back into our
gardens, and many of us have
been happily leaving seed
heads and untamed corners,
and cutting holes in our fences
to create wildlife corridors.
But we can do more with our
shared million-or-so acres. If
you haven’t already done so,
green up your outdoor space:
trees and plants help tackle
climate change by removing
CO2 from the atmosphere.
They can reduce the risk of
f looding by slowing down
rainwater runoff. A hedge
in front of your garden can

capture particulate pollution
from passing cars. If we have
the space, we can improve
our soil by using our green
waste to make compost – and
our diet by growing some
of our own vegetables. But
perhaps the most important
thing we can do is avoid
commercial composts based
on peat. Peat bogs are vital
carbon sinks – that is, they
capture carbon from the
atmosphere. Every bag of
peat-based compost means
the release of more CO2, so
always buy peat-free compost
– there are plenty of good
products on the market now.

*Source: The Garden,
magazine of the Royal
Horticultural Society (RHS),
August 2020, rhs.org.uk

Birthday Newspapers
Gift packed original “Times” Newspaper for
someones Date of Birth.
Your choice of date. Ideal gift for the person who
has got “everything”.
£10 Discount. Free Delivery. Free Birthday Book.
Cornish Based Business.
For full details go to www.paperspast.co.uk/Special-Offers
Papers Past, Newspaper House,
Chapel Row, Truro, TR1 2EA.
Tel: 07733888902
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WI NEWS
BODMIN GAOLBIRDS:
THE FEMALE OF THE
SPECIES IS MORE
DEADLY THAN THE MALE

TREVONE WI MEMBERS UNKNOT & KNATTER
Following the success of a
Knot and Coffee Morning
held in July last year, 14
members met (before the Rule
of Six), socially distanced, on
10th September to untangle
another bundle of plastic
ropes, netting, nylon ties,
etc., all collected from the
sea. The sun shone and the
members set to work outside
their hall, pulling, tugging
and cutting until they could
bend, pull, tug and cut no
more. The lively chatter kept
them going, and after two
hours they had several bags
of different coloured lengths
of plastic for recycling. Emily
and Rob Stephenson, local
Beach Guardians, paid a visit
to ensure the women weren’t
slacking and updated them
on the latest plastic recycling
developments. They were
informed that some of the
ropes they untangled last year
had been recycled into kayaks,
some of which were used in a
Families Together project with
young children in the summer,
and some of which had been
used for the infrastructure
of a hump backed whale
sculpture currently on display
at Kew Gardens. Trevone WI
is proud to be taking part in

FLORAL ARTISTRY
FROM PRAZE-ANBEEBLE WI MEMBER
Praze-an-Beeble WI member
and artist, Sheila Mitchell,
set herself a challenge during
lockdown. From 1 - 26 May
she aimed to paint 26 flowers
from her garden, alphabetically,
starting with apple blossom
and finishing with zinnia.
Sheila completed her target,
and the photo taken by Lisa
of lisaproutphotography.co.uk
shows off the colourful results.
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this environmental challenge
to rid our seas of plastic. They
will continue to unKnot and

Knatter again, albeit six at a
time, as there is plenty more
still to do.

Bodmin Gaolbirds WI met on Zoom
recently and welcomed speaker
Kristin Hunt, who gave them lots
of food for thought describing
the types of crime women are
imprisoned for. Kristin surveyed
180 women in Greenwich Jail in
Scotland to conclude that 50%
of the women were only there on
remand. Kristin posed questions
to members to gauge whether
indeed they thought women in
crime were deadlier than males.
It would appear that, historically,
women were imprisoned for petty
crimes and prostitution. She
also asked whether members felt
imprisonment was the correct
sentence for many criminals and
whether they would learn from this.

BUSY TIMES FOR PENPOL & POINT WI
Despite the constantly changing
government restrictions, Penpol
and Point WI have discovered
new ways of keeping in touch,
keeping fit and developing
further craft skills in the open
air and socially distant.
On a September afternoon,
four members met in a garden
for a talk by WI member Sheila
Higgins on the origins of Dorset
button making. Sheila explained
that they originated when a
soldier from the Cotswolds
returned home and fell in
love with a local girl whom he
married. From his recollection
of the time he spent in Europe as
a soldier he remembered seeing
uniform buttons made by French
soldiers out of bits of wood and
fabric, covered with stitching.
He came up with the idea of
recreating the buttons using the
cottage industry of local women
and children, giving valuable
work to the local communities.
The first buttons were known
as “high tops” because they
were conical in shape, but they
were soon followed by a basic
cartwheel design which was
most popular. More than 4000
women and children in the
Shaftesbury area were producing
the buttons in many colours and
sizes for more than 200 years. It

is said that a good worker could
produce seven dozen buttons
a day. Unfortunately, the end
of the Dorset button industry
came around 1860 after the
introduction of the automated
button machine. When they’re
not busy making Dorset buttons,
Penpol & Point members are off
walking. A most enjoyable sunny
morning WI walk was held along
the creek side to the unspoilt
hamlet of Coombe. Four growing
cygnets, closely attended by their
parents, were still in residence
on the shore. From there, it was
an uphill stretch to ‘Halwyn’
and then a stroll along the lane
to admire the glorious views
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towards Truro and the three
spires of the cathedral before offroading across the fields towards
beautiful Old Kea Church.
Finally, Penpol & Point members
have cleverly reinstated their
table tennis sessions. Unable to
resume the sessions indoors,
President Helen Gaches hit upon
the idea of applying to the local
National Trust park to use their
outdoor table. Fortunately, the
first scheduled session turned
out to be on a fine day and so the
women were able to play in dry
weather in a shady woodland
glade with beautiful views of the
Carrick Roads.

AN OUTDOOR LUNCH FOR STICKER WI
Sticker W I members met
in September, before the
Rule of Six, for a socially
distanced al fresco lunch.
They met on the f ield at
the 1st Sticker Scout Group

HQ, and were ver y grateful
that it didn’t rain on them.
Secretar y Jenny Padley
said, “It was so great to
see ever yone af ter the
lockdow n!”

MAWNAN WI GETS QUIZZY
Mawnan WI held its first
Zoom Quiz Night with some
challenging questions as well as
ones which provoked a great deal
of laughter. Each participant
was allowed to double her score
on a previously chosen round,
but this did not seem to make a

significant difference for many!
Carolyn kept a tally of the scores
with some quick addition and
announced the evening’s winner:
Sheila. It was a lot of fun so they
hope to make this the start of a
series of quizzes. Next up will be
a paper quiz provided by Pippa.

5 reasons why people put off making a Will

R

ichard Pollock, Partner in Coodes Solicitors’ Wills,
Probate and Trusts team, says that people can put off
making a Will for surprising reasons.

The reasons why people do not make a Will are complex
and wide-ranging. However, a number of my clients say
they have put off dealing with their Wills because of difficult
or sensitive family situations. Others tell me that their
situation is so complicated and unusual that there is no way
of dealing with it.
Rest assured, you are not alone – it is highly likely that an
experienced solicitor will not only have encountered similar
scenarios, but will also be able to recommend the best
ways of addressing your situation through sensible estate
planning.
It can be a daunting prospect to speak to family members or
a solicitor about concerns such as:

1

Your surviving spouse or civil partner will
remarry/enter into a new civil partnership
and disinherit the children

2

An adult child is ‘too influenced’ by their
other half

3
4
5

Your son or daughter is terrible with money
An adult child will divorce leaving you and/or
them financially vulnerable
Your successor(s) will wind up the business
or family farm

However, any experienced solicitor will be sympathetic and
professional and is unlikely to be fazed by your concerns,
having dealt with similar situations many times.
If you are dealing with a difficult family situation, this
is in fact a very good reason for seeking professional
estate planning advice, rather than avoiding it. Having an
appropriate Will in place is one way of taking control and
ensuring your inheritance plans reflect your situation and
wishes.
For advice on these issues, please
contact Richard Pollock in the Wills,
Probate and Trusts team at Coodes
Solicitors on

01566 770000

richard.pollock@coodes.co.uk
coodes.co.uk

Wills & Probate Trusts & Tax Planning Lasting Powers of Attorney Wills & inheritance disputes Court of Protection Trust & Estate Administration Elder Abuse
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STAY SAFE. WE’LL DELIVER.

Meals
from only

£3.39

+ NO CONTACT
delivery

For nearly 30 years, we’ve been cooking
and delivering delicious frozen meals
for you to enjoy whenever you like.

Times may be challenging right now, but we’re delivering
our easy-cook meals as usual. Our friendly, local drivers
are trained in no-contact delivery, making us a safe and
effortless way to enjoy good food every day - perfect
when you can’t get out to the shops.
Now more than ever we’re committed to providing you
with delicious frozen meals and desserts, prepared by
our award-winning chefs and delivered nationwide,
to the safety of your home.

FREE* no contact delivery
at your doorstep

Meals from only £3.39
350 delicious dishes

including mini, hearty and options for special diets

Easy to order by phone or online
No contract. No commitment.
Good old fashioned service!

Just minutes in the microwave! Delivered to
my door by a friendly face. What’s not to like?

*Minimum orders required in some areas

4.7 out of 5 based on 23,209 reviews
(As of 03.08.2020)

For your FREE brochure call

01326
378444
or visit www.wiltshirefarmfoods.com

